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HIGHLIGHTS AND SUMMARY
The startup world gathered in Jerusalem during the first week of March for 
the 2019 OurCrowd Global Investor Summit.  Over 18,000 people registered 
to attend from 189 countries. Entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, corporate 
representatives, investors, government officials, and press engaged in a packed 
week of activities, including tech and press tours, corporate meetups, VC 
forums, insider access to accelerators, labs, and startups – and of course, some 
great partying.
 
The Summit has become one of the largest and most important tech events in the world 
and the biggest business event in Israel’s history, taking over the iconic International 
Convention Center in Jerusalem, as well as other venues in both Jerusalem and Tel Aviv.
 
The programming was incredibly diverse, with some 80 different sessions and over 200 
speakers, providing unprecedented insight into the world of startup venture capital.  On 
Summit Day, March 7, almost every hall was at or over capacity.  
 
The 103 exhibitors and 65 sponsors broke records, as did the number of accredited 
investors, VCs, and multinational corporations represented. Attendees were plunged 
into a sensory experience of hands-on interaction with breakthrough technologies,   
insights from industry leaders, doers, and thinkers, and the shoulder-to-shoulder all-day 
networking that is unique to the Summit. 
 
Summit Week, with a record 24 events, has now become an institution in Israel.  
Highlights were the new OurCrowd Advisory Forums, which harness the extensive 
knowledge and experience held by OurCrowd’s top-tier investors and corporate 
partners, as well as the OurCrowd Pre-Summit Leaders Forum, an all-business event 
for the elite of the ecosystem, oversubscribed with 800 attendees.  The thousands of 
overseas visitors to Israel enjoyed their entrée to 3,000 years of history, as well as the 
Mediterranean’s finest cuisine and Tel Aviv’s celebrated nightlife, culminating in the all-
night ShukTech partying that took over Jerusalem’s Mahane Yehuda public market. 
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A record-breaking 
number of exhibitors 

provided hands-
on interaction with 

breakthrough innovations, 
as well as access to the 

entrepreneurs who provide 
them, and an opportunity 

to kick the tires of potential 
investment opportunities. 

After a smooth registration, Summit Day attendees immediately plunged into a stimulating 
sensory experience of ideas, technology, global networking, and abundant food.

THE SUMMIT DAY EXPERIENCE

Inside the presentation halls, 
attendees were treated to eye-

opening insights from industry 
leaders, doers, and thinkers. 

Top speakers, videos on the 
24-meter-wide screen, and 

wall projections kept the 
mainstage audience 

enthralled.  

The international crowd was treated 
to the best of Israeli hospitality, with 
food available in every part of the 
venue. Beyond Meat, a revolutionary 
startup that produces plant-based “meat,” 
supplied 2,000 burgers.  All leftover food 
was given to those in need, facilitated by 
Summit partner Leket Israel, the leading food 
rescue organization in Israel.
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“Smart people, smart entrepreneurs, smart investors and smart corporates. Get together, create 
something new, change the world” – Nick Sugimoto, CEO, Honda Innovations

Open Mic for Entrepreneurs 
provided a stage for any 

startup hopeful to win over an 
audience. This popular feature 

allowed attendees to hear 
firsthand (wearing wireless 

headphones) from the 
newest startups.

In keeping with the Summit theme 
of “Startups: Making a Global Impact,” 
a special track of Impact Master Classes 
was standing room only, an initiative 
to encourage Arab participation in the 
tech ecosystem was highlighted by a 
panel dedicated to practical steps, and the 
presence of such speakers as entrepreneur 
Amani Abu-Tair and Nuseir (Nas Daily) Yassin, 
the international Facebook vlogging star. 

The shoulder-to-shoulder all-day networking that is 
unique to the Summit saw a lot of business done – 
over 1,000 facilitated meetings among investors, 
startups, and MNCs alone. Commitments to 
startup investments likewise broke records.  
Government reps from all over the world 
engaged in “innovation diplomacy” 
throughout the Summit.

One of the emotional highpoints  was the appearance 
onstage of newlyweds Adir and Liat Siman Tov.  
Thanks to UPnRIDE’s revolutionary wheelchair, 
Adir was able to stand at his wedding to Liat.  
The presentation of the annual OurCrowd 
Maimonides Award to 100-year-old Avraham 
Baniel, father of the Israeli chemical industry 
(and cofounder of OurCrowd portfolio 
company DouxMatok) brought the 
audience to its feet and tears to its eyes.

Special spaces 
included pavilions 

from Korea and India, 
an Italian Innovation 

Plaza and the Aussie 
Tech Beach, as well 

as a SportsTech Arena, 
HealthTech Lab, and Cannabis 

Greenhouse.  



“There are needs in energy, hunger, food...investors want to solve these challenges.  
And many of our companies are meeting these challenges head on” 
– Jon Medved, CEO, OurCrowd

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2019 MAINSTAGE

The State of the Crowd  

OurCrowd CEO Jon Medved described the company’s phenomenal growth, a reflection 
of the maturation of the Israeli startup business. During his talk, the audience was 
wowed with a video on how global challenges can be addressed with technology. 

• OurCrowd reached $1B in committed funds.

• The company has invested in 170 different startups and 18 funds, made 29  
 exits, and plans to launch one to two deals a week. 

• 34 portfolio companies have $100M+ valuations, including four unicorns. 

Startups: Making a Global Impact

In a series of eye-opening – and often moving – sessions the crowd heard seven different real-life stories on the incredible 
power of breakthrough technologies to make a real and lasting difference in the lives of individuals and societies alike. Laly 
David, OurCrowd Business Development Partner, hosted the most anticipated segment of the Summit. "As an Israeli, I have 
a fair share of cynicism. When I first heard the theme of the Summit was 'Global Impact,' I was dismissive. But when you 
actually look into the technologies, their impact is incredible." 

Natural Disasters
Garret Bryl told how his wife challenged him to use the drone he received for Christmas for good, how he began working 
with the Joshua, Texas Fire Department, and then became the first drone pilot to save someone’s life – the first of 15 
people whose lives he’s saved. Garret and Adam Kaplan, CEO of Edgybees, showed dramatic footage of police and fire 
operations as well as severe flooding, where Garrett used the startup’s situational awareness software to keep citizens, 
responders, and property safe.

Human Disabilities
Paraplegic Adir Siman Tov’s dream was to stand next to his bride, Liat at their 
wedding. UPnRIDE supplied its wheeled robotic device that provides upright 
and seated mobility for wheelchair users, allowing him to achieve his dream. To 
cheers from the audience, Liat told how he had surprised her at the wedding, 
and what a special moment it was. Oren Tamari, CEO of UPnRIDE, explained 
how the upright solution offers numerous medical, psychological, and 
economic benefits.

Ecosphere in Crisis
Dr. Joseph G Allen, Director of the Healthy Building Program at Harvard 
University, shocked the crowd with statistics indicating that our indoor environments affect our health more than our 
doctors, and better air quality actually increases cognitive function.  Udi Meirav, Founder of enVerid, which counts 
Harvard as one of its clients, described its solution for air cleaning technology that allows HVAC systems to be 40% more 
efficient.

Modern Plagues 
Cathie Reid, Co-Founder and Digital Advisor of billion-dollar health company ICON Group held a stimulating dialogue 
with Dana Chana, CEO of Sweetch, an OurCrowd Qure company whose AI platform helps predict diabetes. The Qure 
team put the two together, and they are now adapting the platform to detect breast cancer.  Although they had worked 
together for a year, it was on the Summit stage that they first met in person.

HIGHLIGHTED SPEAKERS
Daniel Kahneman, 
Nobel Laureate 
in Economics

Bill Gajda, 
Global Head, Innovation 
& Strategic Partnerships, 
Visa

Kira Radinsky, 
Chief Scientist, eBay

Ron Fisher, 
Managing Partner of 
Softbank Capital, Vice 
Chairman of Sprint

Nuseir (Nas) Yassin, 
Top Facebook blogger

Storm Duncan, 
Joint Global Head of 
M&A, Jefferies

Zev Elkin,  
Minister of Jerusalem 
Affairs and Minister 
of Environmental 
Protection, Israel

Rina Raphael, 
Editor, FastCompany

Amani Abu Tair, 
Founder & CEO, WAZZA

Aharon Aharon, 
CEO, Israel Innovation 
Authority

Peter Hiom, 
Deputy CEO, Australia 
Stock Exchange

Thomas Birr, 
SVP, Innovation Innogy

Leeor Moses-Voronov, 
Head of AI & Cognitive, 
KPMG

Ideshini Naidoo, 
SVP Engineering, Wave

Alec Ellison, 
Founder, Outvest, and 
former Vice Chairman, 
Jefferies

Raphael Mechoulam, 
Professor of Medicinal 
Chemistry, Hebrew 
University

Paola Pisano, 
Deputy Mayor for 
Innovation, City of Turin

Eric Gnock Fah, 
COO and Co-Founder, 
Klook

Stewart Rogers, 
VentureBeat

Chek Ping Chua, 
Head of Strategic 
Alliances and Fintech, 
UOB

Claudia De Antoni, 
Investment Director, 
Virgin

Sagiv Lustig, 
Open Innovation- Israel, 
Research & Innovation, 
L'Oreal

Roee Adler, 
Global Head, WeWork Labs

Idit Gazit Berger, 
Technical Director, 
Microsoft

Abigail Dar, 
Cannabis Specialist, 
CannaFora

Inken Braunschmidt, 
Chief Innovation & 
Digital Officer, Halma
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OurCrowd Global News Desk 

A brand new segment brought breaking news and features from around the globe.

• Dor Skuler, CEO of Intuition Robotics, and robot Elli-Q announced an agreement with   
 Toyota to use the company’s cognitive AI inside Toyota cars. 

• Richard Norman, Managing Director of OurCrowd Funds, announced a revolutionary   
 impact investment fund, which comprises promising startups that pass a   
 rigorously curated impact filter.

• Ram Jambunathan, SVP and Managing Director, SAP.iO announced a new   
 incubator offering unique curated mentorship and SAP platform technology.

• Steve Lerner, VP Sales and Marketing for Animal Nutrition at Chr. Hansen, a  
 global bioscience company, announced a partnership with Consumer  
 Physics to use its spectrometer for cutting-edge real-time feed analysis.

• Visa completed a trial for startup IXDen to develop solutions aimed at  
 preventing fraud over IoT networks. The technology may eventually be used for the over 150 million payments Visa  
 handles daily.

• PetStock, a leading operator of integrated pet retail stores and veterinary hospitals in Australia, announced a partnership  
 with Qure Ventures, Israel’s first digital health fund, to form an Israeli hub for innovative pet health technology. Naurto  
 the dog charmed the audience when he demonstrated a smart collar that transmits vital statistics to a mobile app.

The OurCrowd Maimonides Award  

The second annual OurCrowd Maimonides Award was presented to two 
legends of research: Prof. Raphael Mechoulam, a pioneer in the science 
of cannabinoids, and Prof. Avraham Baniel, an early innovator in many 
of Israel’s first industries and a world specialist in solvent extraction 
processes. There were few dry eyes in the house as thousands rose to 
give a standing ovation to two great inspirations of our generation. 

“Great successes were always due to somebody being crazily optimistic. 
Delusional, actually. You don't get to big successes without taking unreasonable 
risks” – Daniel Kahneman, Nobel Laureate

Top 10 Tech Impact Trends  

As spectacular animated images of tech played on the walls, Stav Erez, Partner and EVP Business Development, Labs/02, and 
Eli Nir, Senior Investment Partner, OurCrowd, revealed what would be impactful, disruptive and actionable in 2019.

• Education Gets Smarter: Connected devices and technologies such as computer vision and AI are driving EdTech,  
 with a market estimated to reach $250B by 2020. One example is Sense Education, a startup that empowers  
 educators to provide personalized feedback on many types of free-answer questions at large scale.

• Cracking Down on Our Sugar Problem: With 1.9 billion adults worldwide overweight, and 1 in 10 adults at risk of  
 developing diabetes, reducing sugar intake is crucial. Startup DouxMatok can reduce added sugars by up to 50%  
 while preserving the same sweetness and taste. Sweetch and DreaMed are fighting diabetes by changing habits and  
 providing better analytics and faster insights.
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HIGHLIGHTED SPEAKERS
Daniel Shechtman, 
Nobel Laureate in 
Chemistry

Moshe Lion, 
Mayor, Jerusalem

Tony Cannestra, 
Director of Corporate 
Ventures, Denso 
International

Asaf Lifshitz, 
CEO, Sayata Labs

Kurtis Auguste, 
Professor of 
Neurological Surgery, 
UCSF Benioff Children's 
Hospital

Cathie Reid, 
Co-Founder & Digital 
Advisor, ICON Group

Yuda Doron, 
Managing Partner, 
Greenfield Partners/ TPG

Avra van der Zee, 
Director of Market 
Entry, Uber

Vanessa Bartram, 
Managing Partner, Zora 
Ventures

Garret Bryl, 
Drone Pilot,
 Joshua, Texas Fire 
Department

Maurice Ferre, 
CEO and Chairman, 
Insightec

Joseph G. Allen, 
Director, Healthy 
Buildings Program, 
Harvard

Ram Jambunathan, 
SVP & Managing 
Director, SAP.iO

Dana Pery-Levy, 
Partner, KPMG

Sivan Yaari, 
CEO, Innovation Africa 

Gil Golan, 
Director, Advanced 
Technical Center, 
General Motors

Mooly (Shmuel) Eden, 
Former President, Intel 
Israel

Neil Ackerman, 
Global Supply Chain 
Transformation 
Executive, Johnson & 
Johnson

David Schwartz, 
Head of Europe & 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
Venturing & Innovation, 
PepsiCo

Suzanna Chiu, 
Head of Amadeus 
Ventures, Amadeus IT 
Group

Barbara Sadick, 
Wall Street Journal

Gigi Levy Weiss, 
Managing Partner, 
NFX Guild

Debjani Ghosh, 
President, NASSCOM

Chaim Motzen, 
Founder, Izuba Energy

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2019 MAINSTAGE
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“We gathered data from 27 million visits in primary care and 4 million visits to 
emergency rooms, and built a system that can predict what a patient has...and 
potentially save their lives” – Kira Radinsky, Chief Scientist, eBay

2019 KEYNOTE HIGHLIGHTS

Kira Radinsky: Using Data to Fix the World 

Kira Radinsky, Chief Scientist at eBay, detailed how she uses algorithm-based techniques to predict and prevent 
calamities such as a drought in Cuba, a cholera outbreak in Africa, and a riot in Sudan. Her new startup is now 
working on a system of automatic drug repositioning that will save lives worldwide. It all started when she asked the 
right question: 

• "How do you build the ultimate AI system that not only sees correlations, but also understands causality?"

Ron Fisher: Business Lessons from a Master

Ron Fisher, President of Softbank Holdings and Vice Chairman, Sprint, covered everything from identifying good 
investments and measuring impact to scaling up and the opportunities in Israel.

Daniel Kahneman: The Art and Science of Decision-Making

In an insightful Q&A, Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman revealed what drives our choices in business, science, and life. 
Kahneman told a captivated audience that intuition can be marvelous but it is also often wrong. He advised that we 
should delay intuition until we have as much information as possible. 

• “Decisions don't have to be perfect in order to work. Most decisions are imperfect and they still work.”

John Tabis: Delivering Love and Sustainability via Flowers

John Tabis, CEO of soon-to-be-unicorn The Bouqs Co. told how he’s disrupting the $100 billion floral industry by catering 
to consumers and supporting local farmers. 

• "Building a sustainable and responsible business is important and differentiating. It should not be differentiating.                
 It should be the standard way of operating in the world."

Gigi Levy Weiss: The Network Effect 

One of the most prolific technology investors in Israel, Gigi Levy Weiss, Managing Partner, NFX Guild, riveted the audience 
with his presentation on the importance of identifying a startup’s potential for leveraging the power of large connected 
groups.  The network effect is “when every new user brings value to the existing users, and gets value from the existing 
users. That gives you retention and defensibility – and eventually gives you value.”

• More than 70% of unicorns’ market value was created by the network effect.

Nas Daily: Hope Is a Global Thing

The man behind the worldwide phenomenon of the Nas Daily vlog, Nuseir Yassin, 
energized and entertained the crowd with his personal story to show that innovation 
and progress are possible anywhere – with hard work and hope. 

• “My opinion and videos are worthless without engagement and views. The   
 reason for my success is being honest."

SOME ATTENDING 
COMPANIES
Accenture
Aetna 
Airbnb 
Airbus
AllianceBernstein
Allianz 
Amazon
Amdocs 
Amoco 
Amtrust 
Apple 

AT&T
Autodesk 
Bank of Singapore  
BASF
Bavarian Ministry of 
Economy 
BBC
BNP Paribas 
Boeing
Cambridge University
China Investment 
Corporation 
Citigroup
Credit Suisse
Daimler AG 
Deloitte
Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Telekom
eBay 
EL AL
Embassy & Innovation 
Centre of Denmark
ExxonMobil
Ernst & Young
Ford Motor
GE Healthcare
General Motors 
Google
Hitachi 
Honda 
HP
Hyundai 
iAngels
IBM 
Intel 
JP Morgan
Kimberly Clark 
LinkedIn
London Stock Exchange
Maersk 
Microsoft
Mitsubishi 
Mobileye
Monsanto 
Motorola
New York Yankees
Panasonic 
PayPal
Philip Morris 
Porsche
Princeton University
Prudential 
Salesforce
Samsung 
SAP
Shanghai Bank 
Sony
UBS 
United Airlines
Wix
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2019 THEATER TRACK

Eat the Sharks  

A packed house watched as entrepreneurs again turned the tables on the venture capitalists, grilling them about how 
VCs bring value to the table, the investments that got away and advice on how to build successful companies. 

• When asked about diversity within the VC world, Sivan Shamri Dahan, Partner, Qumra Capital said, “The awareness is  
 there but the action is not yet. Change has to come from the investors. LPs should consider this before investing.”  

• Ron Stern, Portfolio Management Partner at OurCrowd described how the OurCrowd model is different from that of  
 a traditional VC. “We look inside the crowd – 30,000 accredited investors – to find someone to add and understand the  
 dynamics, situation and psychology… and add a lot of value to the board.”

Demo Theater  

Live demonstrations from a lineup of six cutting-edge startups wowed a packed room with the technologies that are 
already shaping our futures. 

• Surgical Theater: Dr. Kurtis Auguste, Professor of Neurological Surgery, UCSF Benioff  
 Children's Hospital, gave the audience a real-time VR tour of his patient Matthias Hahn’s  
 brain and showed how the technology helped prepare him for the surgery that saved  
 Matthias’s life.

• Magisto: Tal Dagan, COO, demonstrated Magisto’s AI automated video editor, a   
 crucial tool for businesses needing to survive in a social media, internet-oriented  
 e-commerce world.

• Nanomedic: Jaws dropped as CEO Chen Barak used the Spiderman-like  
 portable electrospinning device on a volunteer to create a temporary, flexible skin layer, protecting the wound and  
 enhancing the healing process.

The Cannabis Revolution 

The audience heard first-person accounts detailing the incredible potential of cannabinoids to address a myriad of 
personal and societal issues, as well as the history – past, present, and future – of the cannabis business.  

After years playing professional hockey, Riley Cote began using cannabis as a pain 
management tool, and described his subsequent role in advocating for former athletes’ 
heath. Abigail Dar described the dramatic change in her autistic son after medical 
application of cannabis – how he could finally tolerate a simple family car trip and tell 
her he loved her. PTSD is a common risk for soldiers, and Ben Goor Levy told how 
medical cannabis allowed him to return to his life as a teacher. 

Surveying the state of cannabis research and technology, speakers such as 
Micah Tapman, Managing Partner of 7Thirty Opportunity Fund, said that 
countries are increasingly legalizing cannabis, but that it is still an emerging science. BOL Pharma, a startup leader in 
the development and production of cannabinoids, said that since the cannabis sector is still developing, the business 
models that are going to prevail are not fully understood. The industry's vastness encompasses production, genetics, 
analytics, medical research, and pharmaceuticals, but scalability is a challenge due to the current lack of regulation. 
Startup EdenShield has recently pivoted, using cannabis to reduce the need for pesticides in farming. 
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“It is our responsibility as creators to showcase this stuff, and your responsibility 
as investors to invest in this stuff – the things that actually make the world a 
better place” – Nuseir (Nas Daily) Yassin

SOME ATTENDING 
STARTUPS
Alpha Tau
Applango
Apploi
Arbe
BioCatch
Bizzabo
Blink
BOL Pharma
The Bouqs Co.
Brodmann17
c2a
CB4
Celeno
Centaur
Climacell
Consumer Physics
Corephotonics
Credifi
Credorax
CropX
DarioHealth
DouxMatok
EdenShield
Edgybees
ElMindA
Engie
EnVerid
Foretellix
Freightos
HIL Medical
Innoviz
INSIGHTEC
Intuition Robotics
ITsMine
IXDen
Juganu
Kaholo
Klook
Lemonade
Magisto
Medaware
Missbeez
Morphisec
MultiVu
Nanomedic
Neura
Nortecview
NSLComm
Panorama
prooV
QuantLR
RealView
Scopio
Sense Education
Silo
SkyTran
Surgical Theater
Sweetch
Taranis
Techsee
Tevel
ThetaRay
uBeam
Unispectral
UPnRIDE
VayaVision
Viewbix
VocalZoom
Wave
yuLife
Zebra Medical Vision
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AI Changes Everything: Products, Industries, and Happiness

An impressive panel explored the implications and challenges of AI being applied across every sector.

• Visa has deployed machine learning to move from a rules-based, manual process to more predictive analytics, improving  
 cybersecurity and fraud prevention, according to Bill Gajda, Global Head of Innovation and Strategic Partnerships. Visa  
 has begun using data from unrelated industries and unrelated events to create predictive models.

• Seth Haberman, CEO, Sense Education, described the origin of AI in the video gaming industry and how it is now  
 revolutionizing education. “The real change of pace is how you are learning, not what you are learning.”

Cloud Mobility: Wiring the World for Transportation 

Leaders in the field painted a picture of on-demand connected 
transportation, from mag-lev pods to autonomous cars to electric 
scooters, connected seamlessly through the internet.  

• Storm Duncan, Joint Global Head of M&A and Global Head of  
 Mobility Technology, Jefferies shared his deep research:   
 “The whole ecosystem is transitioning to the sharing   
 market. Every company in this market is in jeopardy of   
 disappearing. They have to adapt or be replaced by all  
 the new companies.”

• Paola Pisano, Deputy Mayor for Innovation    
 and Smart City for Turino, Italy - which has made  
 itself a laboratory for infrastructure innovation   
 – said a key to transportation development is                 
 simplification of authorization, testing, and support. She also announced an MOU with OurCrowd to amplify the impact  
 of innovative technologies in the urban context and to support each other’s innovations.

•  John Cole, CEO of SkyTran, impressed the audience with its vision of magnetic levitation vehicles that fly on an  
 overhead guideway. “The infrastructure starts off as a line, but through market forces gets pulled into a network.”

2019 BREAKOUT SESSION HIGHLIGHTS

SELECT COUNTRIES 
REPRESENTED
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Bhutan
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Colombia
Congo
Costa Rica
Croatia
Curaçao
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Ecuador
Egypt
Estonia
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iraq
Ireland
Israel 
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kosovo
Kuwait
Laos
Latvia
Lebanon
Liberia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg

Transforming Healthcare: Case Studies in MedTech and Digital Health

Progress in the development and delivery of healthcare has been accelerating, 
but two models hold the greatest promise. Industry leaders walked the 
audience through the frontiers.

• The first case study featured investors and multinationals describing   
 how digital health innovation outside the U.S. can turn startup   
 technologies into market leaders. 

• In the second case study, top investors showed how focusing on  
 MedTech with the most potential for disruption can   
 supercharge their impact. Chaim Lotan, Director of the Heart  
 Institute, Hadassah Medical Center, provided a history of   
 medical technology innovation.  
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“Mobile solutions are allowing countries to leapfrog the traditional infrastructure 
requirements, including in health care” – Cathie Reid, Co-Founder, ICON Group
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“I feel that I am a role model and I want to have a better future for my kids and I 
can't do that while I am sitting in front of the computer in a small office working 
to achieve other people's dreams” – Amani Abu Tair, Founder & CEO, Wazza Inc.

The OurCrowd Impact Master Classes

The OurCrowd Impact Master Classes were standing-room-only, featuring top impact practitioners and company 
executives teaching the crowd about the basics, investment approaches, and guiding a company to impact success.

• Vanessa Bartram, Managing Partner, Zora Ventures: “Part of our role as impact investors is to help entrepreneurs  
 articulate what they’re trying to accomplish.”

Announcement of the OurCrowd Impact Report

Richard Norman, Managing Director Funds, OurCrowd, presented key findings from the first-ever comprehensive 
report on the impact investing ecosystem in Israel.  Created by OurCrowd and Social Finance Israel, the annual 
report will be a key to understanding and growing the impact investment opportunity.

• 84% of entrepreneur respondents indicate their business has a social or environmental impact, but only 13% are  
 measuring or tracking the impact.

In keeping with the Summit theme of impact, special programming brought home the challenges and 
opportunities, and Impact Alley featured a lineup of some of the most forward-thinking NGOs and 
non-profits in the world.

Master Classes in the fundamentals of investing and building startups covered 
everything from term sheets to deal selection, as well as the essentials of building a 
brand and raising your social profile.

Avra van der Zee, Director of Market Entry at Uber, and Dror Sharon, Co-Founder and 
CEO of Consumer Physics, discussed their real-life stories navigating inevitable market 
setbacks, when to exit, and how to capitalize on low valuations. 

To a packed room, top Israeli tech blogger Hillel Fuld talked shop with Nuseir (Nas Daily) 
Yassin, one of the most successful Facebook vloggers in the world. 

Supporting Arab Entrepreneurship  

The Summit initiative to encourage Arab participation in the tech ecosystem was highlighted by a panel exploring the 
issues, roadblocks and practical steps ahead. With 15,000 open positions, overcoming fears and a willingness to provide 
funding could help solve the Israel tech industry's staffing problems.

• Gedon Babar, Senior Financial Analyst, Titan Growth: "There is a natural psychological barrier... that results from our complicated  
 geopolitical reality here in Israel.  Although we are seeing a lot of good people and goodwill, we don't see any VC investments." 

Creating the Impact Nation

The CEO of the Israel Innovation Authority, Aharon Aharon, revealed what has been done to bring underrepresented 
populations– Arabs, women, ultra-Orthodox into the ecosystem, and what is still ahead. 

2019 IMPACT PROGRAMMING 

SELECT COUNTRIES 
REPRESENTED
Macedonia
Malaysia
Maldives 
Mali
Malta
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Myanmar 
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Rwanda
Saint Lucia
Senegal
Serbia
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
U.K.
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
Uruguay
U.S.A
Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe

OURCROWD UNIVERSITY
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“You need to be focusing on the companies you are disrupting because they are 
likely to be your exit” – Storm Duncan, Joint Global Head of M&A, Jefferies

Korean Pavilions: Korea is more than just the 
world’s number one producer in mobile phones, 
displays, and semiconductors, it’s also a hotbed 
for innovation. Summit attendees couldn’t get 
enough of these startups from one of the 
powerhouses of Asia.

Italian Innovation Plaza: In the midst of 
an authentic village square from the Bel 
Paese (the Beautiful Country), some of 
Europe’s most exciting technology was 
on display for all to experience. The 
day was punctuated by greetings 
from the Italian Ambassador. 

2019 SPECIAL SPACES 
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Aussie Tech Beach: Participants were able to stroll 
along the beach, lounge in the deckchairs or go for a 
surf while getting a taste of the Australian spirit and 
initiative, with some of the most compelling startups 
from Down Under on display. 

India Pavilion: Attendees saw remarkable 
examples of the startup phenomenon that is India 
today, while sipping their Chai tea, of course!

HealthTech Lab: From medical holography to 
Big Data disease prevention to brain mapping, 
attendees got to experience the cutting edge 
of MedTech and Digital Health.

SportsTech Arena: The latest innovations for 
both sports spectators and participants were 
here, from wearables to protective gear and 3D 
streaming to Big Data stats. Summit attendees 
watched live-action demos from the arena 
bleachers or participated on the arena’s track.

Cannabis Greenhouse: With investment 
in cannabis research, technology and 
industry hitting $14 billion, the sector 
has arrived. Summit attendees 
got to see the latest and greatest 
startups from the world of Cannabis 
cultivation, medicine, agriculture, 
and more.



The invite-only OurCrowd Pre-Summit Leaders Forum gathered over 800 startup CEOs, corporate 
partners, and active OurCrowd investors for rich content and productive meetings. 

Top speakers from OurCrowd, the industry, government and portfolio companies participated in workshops, 
roundtables, and presentations on such topics as "Storytelling as a Strategic Tool," "Startups Scaling for Hyper-growth," 
and an insider's preview of venture capital in 2019. For the first time, the roundtable session included all the attendees 
and produced powerful ideas and connections, a real-time realization of the Power of the Crowd.  A networking lunch 
that featured the famed Orient Hotel cuisine was followed by facilitated one-on-one meetings.

PRE-SUMMIT LEADERS FORUM PLAYLIST

2019 OURCROWD PRE-SUMMIT 
LEADERS FORUM

Corporate Track Highlights

“The Tech M&A Landscape”
Storm Duncan, Global Head of Mobility Technology and Joint Global Head of M&A, Jefferies, provided a masterful 
overview from a quarter-century in investment banking.

• “The technology sector is gone. Every single company in the world is a tech company. It is no longer a vertical.  
 Traditional non-technology companies have now bought more technology companies than the technology companies  
 themselves."

• “There's not many countries in the world that are better positioned for this evolution... of technology becoming from a  
 vertical to a horizontal player and disrupting all these industries than this country right here.”

Investor Track Highlights

“Unicorns and the Art of Storytelling”
Daniel Schreiber, CEO & Co-Founder, Lemonade, provided some insight into 
the phenomenal growth of his startup, stressing the importance of branding 
and audience engagement.

• "The job of every investor is to identify what stories are    
 compelling, to be able to detect nuances. Its one of the highly predictive  
 facets of whether the company will or not become a unicorn, because  
 as influenced as you might be by storytelling, so are potential   
 employees and so are potential customers and so are potential   
 partners.”

“The OurCrowd Pre-Summit Show"
The audience was entertained and informed as four startup CEOs were interviewed in a talk-show format hosted by the 
CEO of OurCrowd, Jon Medved.

• After a quick chocolate spread taste test, DouxMatok CEO Eran Baniel chatted about the food sweetener industry  
 and how the company is disrupting the sector with a molecularly altered sugar, while also making food healthier and  
 tastier. 

• Shahar Levi, CEO of NortecView, painted a grim picture of the state of gas supply infrastructure, with 200 million  
 households in the U.S. alone serviced by 2.4 million miles of outdated pipeline. NortecView, which develops and  
 deploys innovative cross-platform mobile, IoT and web platform for energy companies, can support updating by  
 automating data collection and the inspection process, which is currently manual. 
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SPONSORS

Platinum
Jefferies

Gold
ACRES
Jerusalem Development 
Authority
Ministry of Jerusalem 
and Heritage
Jerusalem Municipality
Sidley
UOB
KSD
GEF

Silver
ASX
Start-up Nation Central
Honda Xcelerator
KPMG
Visa
Yigal Arnon

Bronze
Cockpit Innovation
DLA Piper
EL AL
Enel Innovation Hub
Finn Partners
Finnegan
Greenberg Traurig
Johnson & Johnson
National Australia Bank
Mobidev
Daegu City
Puzzle Israel
Entrepreneur Asia Pacific
Yozma

Corporate Partners
Halma
HP
Innogy
Intesa Sanpaolo
Microsoft
Sompo

Supporting Partners
American Israel
Clifford Chance
EGS
Harney's
IDB Lab
ICEJ
Embassy of India
IVC Research Center
Kobre & Kim LLP
Select USA
Simpli Networks
British Embassy
Visyon
Weil Gotshal & Manges
UBank
NASSCOM
Kaya
IATI
Visyon
Ministry of Economy
Business France

“Part of our role as impact investors is to help entrepreneurs articulate what 
they’re trying to accomplish” – Vanessa Bartram, Managing Partner, Zora Ventures
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“The future is here.  Israel builds for global markets” 
– Ram Jambunathan, SVP, SAP.iO

Tech Tours: A select group of attendees enjoyed live-demo tours 
and insider access to accelerators, innovation labs, and startups, 

as well as candid sit-downs with corporate chieftains and high-
profile business and political thought leaders.

Trendlines Open House: Trendlines opened its 
headquarters and incubator facilities, located in the 

rolling hills of the Western Galilee in the North 
of Israel. The Open House offered a one-of-a-

kind opportunity to meet with Trendlines’ 
management and a close-up view of some of 

the most promising companies in agrifood 
tech and health technologies, all with 
a focus on improving the human 

condition.

2019 SUMMIT WEEK EVENTS

Each year, the Summit anchors a week of events and activities in Israel which provide a unique 
insider’s look at the fastest-growing tech ecosystem in the world.  This year, a record 24 events – 
granting access to accelerators and labs, meetups and startups, as well as cultural tours – provided 
a taste of the rich past and exciting future that live side by side in Israel as nowhere else. Following 
are select events.
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SELECT PRESS IN 
ATTENDANCE
Algemeiner
Aripaev
Baltimore Jewish Life
BBC
BeeHero
Bloomberg
Business Insider
Calcalist
CBN News
Channel 13 News
CNBC
Crowdfund Insider
Daily Telegraph
Donga Ilbo
El Financierio
Emerald New Media
Epoca Negocios
Fast Company
Forbes
Forbes Japan
Galai Communication
Globes
Headline Media
Hong Kong Economic 
Times
I.M.P Media
i24 TV
Inter-Press
Israel News Network
Israel365
Israel21C
Janglo
Jerusalem Post
Jerusalem Press Club
JNS
La Razón
Maariv
MediaCentral
Mergermarket
MFA
Nikkei
NoCamels
Press Trust of India
S&A Communications
Science and Technology 
Daily
Silicon Valley 
Communications
Singapore Press Holdings
Sole24Ore
South China Morning Post
Standard Group PLC
TechCrunch
The Grapevine
The Guardian
The Media Line
Times of Israel
TipRanks
VentureBeat
Wall Street Journal
Yissum
ZDF German TV

Videos, photos and news items Register now for the next OurCrowd Global 
Investor Summit, Feb 13

Click to see
2019 Highlights Click to apply for 2020

Working with the U.K.– From R&D to Procurement: The British Embassy in Israel hosted a unique evening meetup, 
showcasing a new U.K.-Israel bi-national R&D collaboration between the International Society for Engineering Research & 
Development and Innovate U.K., as well as advice from top experts on how to win contracts in the U.K.

Gala Dinner: 800 luminaries of the global tech ecosystem gathered for an elegant evening of good food, fine wine, and top 
entertainment, including Nobel Laureate Dan Shechtman and top Israeli singer Yonaton Razel.

Advisory Forums: The OurCrowd Advisory Forums debuted this 
year, harnessing the extensive knowledge and experience held 

by OurCrowd’s most elite investors and corporate partners. 
Knowledge Advisors from all over the globe gathered 
in-person and online to share perspectives, leverage 

their networks, and tackle the biggest challenges in 
key sectors. At an invite-only luncheon, the groups 

carved out a roadmap for the future and began 
collaborating with their new networks.

Post-Summit Party and ShukTech: Attendees 
indulged in some legendary partying, 

beginning with the Post-Summit Party at 
the ICC, featuring dancing, upscale street 

food and Isaeli beer. Later, OurCrowd 
took over the iconic cultural center 

of Jerusalem, Mahane Yehuda 
Market, for ShukTech, a night of pitches, CEO meetups, Middle Eastern food, craft beer, live music and street art. (The event 
was co-organized by the Jerusalem Development Authority, with the support of the Jerusalem Ministry and Heritage and in 
partnership with the Jerusalem Municipality, Jnext, and MassChallenge Israel.)
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